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Confessions of a Prairie Bitch Sourcebooks, Inc.
A kinky Prime Minister, a vanilla intern, and a
scandal that shouldn't feel so right or cost so
much. Gavin: Ellie Montague is smart, sensitive,
and so gorgeous it hurts to look at her. She's also
an intern in my office. The office of the Prime
Minister of Canada.* That's me. The PM. She calls
me that because when she calls me Sir, I get hard
and she gets flustered, and as long as she's my
intern, I can't twist my hands in her strawberry-
blonde hair and show her what else I'd like her to
do with that pretty pink mouth.** Ellie: How much I
like the PM varies on a daily basis. He's intense,
controlling, and a perfectionist in every way--and
he demands the same of his staff. How much I want
him never wavers. There's something about him that
tugs at me deep inside, and makes me wish that just
once he'd cross the line in a late night work
session. I'd take that secret to the grave if it
meant I got a taste of the barely restrained beast
inside him.*** . . . FOOTNOTES: * This is a
fictional romance. No prime ministers or interns
were harmed in the making of this book. ** Except
it's a kinky romance, so they were hurt a little.
*** Spoiler alert: she gets more than a taste. And
she likes it.

Torn Silver Griffon Associates
An enchanting novel intertwining folklore, the magical realm of the
fairy folk, mysterious intrigue, and superstition with drug addiction,
smuggling, and possibly murder. A delightful discovery for lovers of
fantasy.
I Am Princess X Createspace Independent Publishing
Platform
A lovely, warm, and poignant true story that reads like
compelling fiction, How to Love an American Man is Kristine
Gasbarre’s unforgettable memoir recalling the valuable
lessons on love she learned from her newly widowed
grandmother—and how Grandma’s advice and memories
enabled the author to find and fall for a man with an old-
fashioned approach to romance. Fans of Elizabeth Gilbert’s
Eat, Pray, Love, women readers drawn to tales of powerful
female bonding, and anyone looking for a beautiful love
story will be moved and, perhaps, profoundly inspired by
How to Love an American Man.
Lud-in-the-Mist Silver Griffon Associates
So You Want to Be a Hero? I’ve had a long haul to get where I
am–started from less than nothing, a tortured past, really. But now, I’m
in control of my life and I’m at the height of my success, CEO of my
own gaming empire. Every piece is falling into place–especially now

that I’ve found the woman of my dreams, the woman I love, Mia
Strong. I’m at the top of my game. …Until we hit a rough patch and Mia
starts acting differently, strangely. She’s hiding something and I can
sense she needs my help but the more I try to get close, the harder she
pulls away. I’m a problem-solver by nature and I want to take control,
protect her, but she won’t let me. This is one problem I can’t solve by
writing a check or a few clever lines of code. I’ll have to dig deep and
put myself at risk–or risk losing her forever.
Wait for Me Scholastic Inc.
Taron Rhodes was my brother's best friend. He was
sexy as sin. But he was more than that... He was
ponytail-pulling, ice down your shirt teasing, throw
you in the lake screaming... Strong, tanned arms and
blue-green eyes over a heart-stopping, naughty grin...
Did I mention his tight end? I gave him my first real
kiss, my heart, my everything. I said I'd wait for him...
I'm still waiting, because Taron Rhodes is still the
man of my dreams, And I have a secret that has his
blue-green eyes. Noel LaGrange stole my heart when
she was only eighteen-pushing me off a flatbed and
calling me a city slicker. Her brother Sawyer would
kick my ass if he knew how many times we made out
that summer, how close we got. Everything changed
when Sawyer and I joined the military. We were
honorably discharged, but I didn't go to her. Instead, I
went back to the city... where no amount of money, no
amount of pills can heal this wound. Only her whiskey
eyes and dark hair, her slim arms and her sweet
scent, give me hope. I broke her heart just as surely
as I broke mine, but I'm going back to make it right. If
she's still waiting... (WAIT FOR ME is a STAND-
ALONE second-chance, military romance with a
guaranteed HEA. No cheating. No cliffhangers.)
Let. It. Go. Night Shift Publishing
The 29th of February, the day I was born. When I wake up on
this day, I'm in a different city, with a different life and no
memory of the lives I had before this one. Today is the tenth
time this has happened to me. The tenth time I've had to figure
out where the hell I am. The tenth time I've had to try and
work out who the hell I am. This is the tenth alteration of the
person I am. Each of us has had different lives, different
backgrounds and different families. But there's always been
one constant. Him. He's the reason I keep doing this. He's the
reason I spend four years searching. If I'm lucky, I'll get the
trigger and find him quickly and we can spend those four years
together before I disappear again. If I'm not, we might get a
year, a month or even just a day. Once we got nothing, but that
was a choice. And every time it happens, he patiently waits for
me. He says that every time I come back to him, it's like falling
in love with me all over again. I say that every time I come
back, I fall even more in love with him than before. It scares
me that one day I won't be able to find him at all, because when
that day comes, I'm not sure I'll want to keep going. He is my
strength, my protector, my one and only constant. I love him.
He loves me. But every four years, I lose myself. And every
four years, I have to find him. This is our story.
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Confessions of a Prairie Bitch is Alison Arngrim’s comic
memoir of growing up as one of television’s most
memorable characters—the devious Nellie Oleson on the hit
television show Little House on the Prairie. With behind-
the-scenes stories from the set, as well as tales from her
bohemian upbringing in West Hollywood and her headline-
making advocacy work on behalf of HIV awareness and
abused children, Confessions of a Prairie Bitch is a must
for fans of everything Little House: the classic television
series and its many stars like Michael Landon and Melissa
Gilbert; Gilbert’s bestselling memoir Prairie Tale... and, of
course, the beloved series of books by Laura Ingalls
Wilder that started it all.
At Any Price Worldbuilders Press
Take a decadent and sizzling armchair vacation to the South of
France this summer … Josie thought she was getting a
promotion at her architectural firm, but instead her career
implodes. She impulsively takes up her roommates' offer to
nanny for a little girl on a mega yacht in the South of France.
Even though she can't stand boats, this seems like fate giving
her an opportunity to lick her wounds in a bucket list paradise
while she figures out how to get her life back. But this little girl
she's arrived to look after has a daddy. A widowed, hot,
billionaire of a daddy. And if there's anything that Josie needs
less than having to be stuck on a yacht, no matter how
luxurious, it's an inconvenient and highly-combustible
attraction to her new boss. A man who, for all his wealth, is
grumpy, conceited, and utterly closed off. Xavier Pascale is on
an emotional island of his own making. It's just him and his
daughter and he likes it that way. He works hard, his
shareholders are happy, his best friends are his bodyguard,
and the people who work for him. What's wrong with that? But
then he meets Josephine Marin. Her arrival in his life is like an
earth tremor along a catastrophic emotional fault line. And
now... well, now, he's very, very aware of his isolation and his
very human need. But he can't be distracted. When he gets
distracted terrible things happen. He should send her home. He
really should. But what if he just takes what he wants, just this
one time ...

Texture of Intimacy Independently Published
Achievement Unlocked: Geek Virgin When Mia
Strong, proud geek-girl and popular gaming blogger,
auctions off her virginity online, she knows she'll
make waves. But what she will not be making is a love
connection. Her rules are set in stone: One night. No
further contact. It's a desperate step, but it's the only
way she can go to medical school and pay her
mother's mounting hospital bills. Difficulty Level:
Millionaire CEO Adam Drake, the enigmatic auction
winner, is a software prodigy who made his first
million at seventeen. Now, in his mid-twenties, he's
sexy, driven and--as CEO of his own gaming
company--he's used to making the rules. Before Mia
knows what's happening, he's found the loophole in
the rules of her auction. Every stipulation she's made
to protect her heart gets tossed by the wayside. She
can't tell if he's playing her...or if he's playing for
keeps. THE GAMING THE SYSTEM SERIES: At Any
Price available now (Adam & Mia book 1) At Any
Turn available now (Adam & Mia book 2) At Any
Moment available now (Adam & Mia book 3) For The
Win available now (Jordan & April) For The One
available now (William & Jenna) Worth Any Cost
available now (Adam & Mia book 4)
Tall, Tatted, and Tempting Forever
The PLAYED trilogy includes the complete scorching
romance between tech millionaire Adam Drake and

proud geek-girl Mia Strong, from their first meeting
under scandalous circumstances to love of a lifetime.
This box set contains the first four books in the
Gaming The System series. At Any Price To cover
her family's mounting debts, gaming blogger Mia
auctions her virginity online to the highest bidder. But
when sexy CEO Adam Drake wins the prize, Mia can’t
help but wonder if she's the one being played. At Any
Turn Just when control-obsessed Adam starts to
accept that their relationship can survive Mia's med
school ambitions, a shocking twist of fate threatens to
tear them apart forever. At Any Moment Faced with a
life-or-death decision, Mia must lean on Adam for
support. Now there's more than love at stake, and life
makes no promises. Girl Geek Where it all began. A
college girl, a brand new video game and the
mysterious guy she meets online who quickly
becomes one of her closest friends. Could it ever
become more?
The Light to My Darkness Silver Griffon Associates
He’ll break all the rules to keep the last promise to his
best friend. Commander Ryan Tyler is a true American
hero—a former Navy SEAL and the man who saved the
International Space Station. Yet he couldn’t save the best
friend who died in his place. Fallout from that tragic
accident thrust Ty into a dark and dangerous lifestyle, but
when he’s given the unexpected chance to fly again, he
grabs it. Gray Barrett never imagined that her dream job
as a flight psychologist would depend upon keeping an
astronaut-gone-wild on the straight and narrow. Yet here
she is, babysitting the gorgeous and insufferably cocky
Ryan Tyler. Everything hangs on his ability to maintain a
new image for the public eye to make up for past sins. But
as they spend time together, she’s drawn to the shattered
man who refuses to let anyone through the impenetrable
fa�ade he’s built around himself. Their goals are firmly
in place and almost within grasp. The only thing that could
screw it up is falling in love.

The War Within Ballantine Books
It's Dangerous to Go Alone! Mia Strong never
expected to be deciding the rest of her life at age
twenty-two. Is she willing to become a human lab rat?
Does she need to write a will? Does she ever want a
family--and if so, with whom? She can't dodge the
tough questions--not if she plans to live to see twenty-
three. With her life hanging in the balance, Mia wants
nothing more than to rely on Adam Drake, but he's
hurt her before. You Must Gather Your Party Before
Venturing Forth... Adam Drake knows that he's made
mistakes, but when he discovers what Mia's facing, he
realizes how much those mistakes could cost him.
Now he has to choose between being the man who
can save Mia's life or the man she can love. No matter
how much it tears him apart, Adam knows he has to
put Mia first...even if it means he's out of the picture
entirely. Will their love survive this epic battle or is it
game over? "**This New Adult book is intended for
readers over the age of 18 due to adult language,
sexual content and adult situations. **" This novel is
the third and final book in Adam and Mia's trilogy, but
they will be featured in future Gaming the System
novels. THE GAMING THE SYSTEM SERIES: "At
Any Price" available now "At Any Turn" available now
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"At Any Moment" available now "For The Win" 2015
(Jordan) "For The One" 2015 (William)
All These Worlds Silver Griffon Associates
They can't resist each other, but their secret romance might
tear their band apart... Classical musician Maddie Taylor
secretly dreams of a louder life, but geeky girls like her don't
get to be rock stars. That is, until tattooed singer Jared Cross
catches her playing guitar and invites her to join his band on
The Sound, a reality TV show competition. Once on the show,
Maddie discovers there's more to Jared than his flirty smile
and bad boy reputation. With each performance their attraction
becomes impossible to ignore, but when the show pressures
them to stay single they're forced to keep their relationship
secret. As the competition heats up, Jared will do whatever it
takes for his band to win, and Maddie must decide if following
her dream is worth losing her heart. "Sexy, fun, and heartfelt,
More Than Music will bring out the rockstar in anyone. A truly
passionate love story--both in music and romance. Jared and
Maddie's story is a great example of how important it is to be
true to yourself and step out onto your own stage." - Julie
Cross, NYT Bestselling author of the Tempest series and
Third Degree The Chasing The Dream Series: #0.5 More Than
Exes - Kyle & Alexis's story #1 More Than Music - Jared &
Maddie's story #2 More Than Comics - Hector & Tara's story
#3 More Than Fashion - Julie & Gavin's story #4 More Than
Once - Becca & Andy's story #5 More Than Distance - Carla's
story (coming soon!)

More Than Music Silver Griffon Associates
***This New Adult book is intended for audiences
over the age of 18 due to adult language, sexual
content and adult situations*** Kit Logan wants to
know my name, but I can't tell him. I can't tell him
anything. There are too many people looking for me.
He's pretty persuasive, though, and he convinces me
to go home with him so he can keep me safe from this
harsh city where I find myself. It's not my home. It's
his. He belongs. I don't. Logan lives with four
brothers in the inner city. Yet I've never felt more
safe than I do when I'm with him. I want him. But he
won't let me have a darn thing, aside from his
friendship, unless I'm willing to tell him my secrets.
But they're mine, and I can't share them. Not unless I
want them to come and get me. Logan She catches my
eye because she's so beautiful she takes my breath.
But that's not all that I love about her. I love the way
she smells. The way she smiles. The way she plays
the guitar is unlike anything I have ever seen. She
sleeps in my bed every night, and drives me crazy
with her touch. But I can't take what she offers
because I need all of her. I need for her to tell me her
secrets. I need for her to trust me. From the back of
the book: She’s locked up tight. But he might be the
key. Logan Reed is tall, tatted and tempting. Kit’s a
woman with a mean right hook and a secret. Kit wants
a tattoo, but Logan sees more than she intends to
share in the drawing of the tat she wants. He sees her
in ways no one ever has. Logan’s not disabled; but he
hasn’t spoken in eight years. He hasn’t needed to.
Until he meets Kit. Logan doesn’t know everything
about Kit. Kit doesn’t know anything about herself,
until she has to sacrifice all she ever wanted to save
what’s most important to him.
Prime Minister Harper Collins
In the football world, quarterback Christopher Montgomery is
known for his cool-headedness, his determination, and his
steely self-control. He’s about to meet his match. *** I would

do anything to help out my mother, including taking in a
stranger for the summer. I’ve never met Grace Lee, but Mom
tells me she’s a quiet and artsy college student with a troubled
past. When I agreed to let her stay with me, I expected to
share my apartment with a sullen girl who’d spend hours
locked in her room. As the quarterback leading my team to
victory, I’m known for keeping a level head under pressure. I
didn’t anticipate a walking fantasy determined to make me lose
my cool. I didn’t expect a woman with secrets so dark, so
deep, I’d throw away everything if it would save her from the
past. Rushing in to do this favor is turning my life upside down.
Keep her out of trouble? Grace is the trouble. And I want in.
RUSHING IN is a standalone novel and the second in The
Blackhawk Boys series. Football. Secrets. Lies. Passion. These
boys don’t play fair. Which Blackhawk Boy will steal your
heart? Book 1 - SPINNING OUT (Arrow’s story) Book 2 -
RUSHING IN (Christopher’s story) Book 3 - GOING UNDER
(Sebastian’s story) Book 4 - FALLING HARD (Keegan’s
story) Book 5 - IN TOO DEEP (Mason’s story)

Worth Any Cost Silver Griffon Associates
Every day, my neighbor tells me to have a good morning.
Every day, I tell him to f*ck off. Kyle Lane is the town’s
hottest cop. He’s also the man I’ve despised since high
school. Each morning, he stands on his porch with an
annoying smirk on his perfect face. He’s made it his life’s
mission to get under my skin. Until one day, he’s no
longer on his porch but on mine. He claims he wants to
redeem himself for ruining my reputation. My instincts tell
me to stay away, but with each morning he shows up, it
becomes harder and harder to resist his charm. I was
never supposed to fall in love with my neighbor and once
he finds out my secret, we’ll forever be enemies. (An
enemies to lover romance.)
For The Holidays Silver Griffon Associates
In this beautiful love story of "forbidden longing" (New York
Times bestselling author Penelope Douglas), a sweet young
woman and a rough and tough biker are connected in a way
they can’t contain—and they’ll do anything they can to be
together. When I was five years old, I told Toren Grace we
were going to get married someday. He’d been my closest
friend, my protector, and my rock since the day I was born.
But during my senior year, our relationship slowly changed.
Silly conversations morphed into serious heart-to-hearts.
Innocent friendship turned to stolen glances. Then one day, an
unexpected kiss changed everything. While that kiss was all
I’d ever dreamed of, it knocked Tor clear off his axis. His
strong moral compass makes it impossible for him to accept
our feelings for each other. Because, not only am I eighteen
and fifteen years younger than him, I’m the one person he
should never, ever want. Tor is my father’s best friend—my
pseudo uncle. Neither one of us can stand to betray or hurt my
dad, but we can’t keep our relationship hidden forever. Will
there be a way for us to find our happily-ever-after? Or will we
all be torn apart? Torn is book one in the All Torn Up series
but can be read as a standalone novel.

High Risk Courier Dover Publications
All Dr. Sloan Copeland needed was someone to watch her
kids. What she found was the man of her dreams... After a
nasty divorce and a thousand mile move, Dr. Sloan
Copeland and her twin daughters are finally getting the
hang of their new life in Los Angeles. When their live-in
nanny bails with no warning, Sloan is left scrambling to
find a competent caretaker to wrangle her smart,
sensitive girls. Nothing less will do. Enter Rafe Whitcomb.
He's all of those things, not to mention good-natured and
one heck of a whiz in the kitchen. He's also tall, and
handsome, and bearded, and ripped, and tatted, wrist to
neck. It doesn't take long for the Copelands to invite Rafe
into their home. Just as quickly, both Sloan and Rafe find
themselves succumbing to a heady mutual attraction,
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neither of them wants to deny. With every minute they
spend under the same roof, this working mom can't help
but wonder if Rafe can handle all her needs... **This stand-
alone romance is fluffy. So fluffy. It's fluff. Low. Angst.
Fluff. featuring a large tatted, motorcycle riding ginger
man, who bakes a mean bacon quiche and knows exactly
how to wrangle clever six year olds while making their
mom feel loved, loved, loved.** While RAFE is a stand-
alone novel here's a suggested reading order to get you to
this point SATED (Fit #3) (Meegan) SO SWEET (Daniella
and Duke origin story) HAVEN (Meegan) WRAPPED
(Meegan, Shae, Sarah) RAFE

Fighting For a Second Chance Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
Take a ski holiday and snowcation getaway with
Adam, Mia, Jordan, April, William, Jenna, Lucas,
Katya & Heath! Mia: Hey you! Adam and I are
organizing a holiday retreat this winter for all our
friends. We are sooooo excited to invite you, too.
We've rented a place in the mountains. There will be
skiing, other snow sports and all kinds of fun. The
whole gang will be there--Jordan & April, William &
Jenna, Lucas & Katya, Heath and of course, Adam and
me. Please come along with us! It’ll be epic.
Obsessed Createspace Independent Pub
You are cordially invited to the wedding of the decade. Adam
Drake and Emilia Kimberly Strong have chosen a date to
solidify their love in the bonds of matrimony. Join them on
their exotic destination wedding. Visit with their friends and
loved ones. But hold the champagne toast. Fate has a few last
tests for our couple on their way to the altar. Natural 20 or
natural disaster? THE GAMING THE SYSTEM SERIES: At
Any Price available now (Adam & Mia part 1) At Any Turn
available now (Adam & Mia part 2) At Any Moment available
now (Adam & Mia part 3) For The Win available now (Jordan
& April) For The One available now (William & Jenna) Worth
Any Cost available now (Adam & Mia part 4)
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